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There has teen recent progress in extending the applicability domain

of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) to obtain predictions on low-energy parameters

{hadron masses and coupling constants) . The approach i s based on sum rules

obeyed by the spectral functions of a specific two-point function of current
operators, as a consequence of general analytieity properties. There exist

a variety of QCD sum rules in the literature [1-3] depending on how these

analytieity and positivity properties are exploited. Of particular interest

for lov-energy phenomenology are the sum rules of the Laplace transform type
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ABSTRACT

We consider the Laplace transform of various sum r u l e s of the Weinberg

type inc luding the leading non-perturbative e f f e c t s . We show from the t h i r d

type Weinberg sum r u l e s that 7 .5 ~ 8 . 9 - € » a / ^ - £ 2 2 - 5 ~ 2 6 . 6 for the sum ru le

s c a l e value M ei M <*» M* . We a l s o deduce an upper bound t o the by-product

m m of l i g h t quark invariant masses . The f i r s t Weinberg sum ru le al lows us

t o get a lower bound on f and on the A coupling t o the W boson, while

the second sum ru leg iveB an upper bound on the A^ mass. (M,
A l

1.25 GeV).
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proposed by SVZ [ l a ] for the l ight quark system and recently revised by m lit].

Here — l a Tftt) denotes a speci f ic spectral function ( e . g . the hadronie vacuum

polarization measured in the e e~ •+ hadrons); f̂-(M )̂ i s a quantity, which

in principle coa be computed asymptotically in ĈD provided that H i s larger

than the QCD scale A which we shal l take to be A Ci TO ~ 210 MeV in the

dimensional renorm&lization MS scheme as a result Issued from the QCD sum

rule analysis of the isoveetor part of the e e~—» hadrons t o t a l cross-sect ion [51.

Clearly, the Bum rule in Eq.( l ) ia more se l ec t ive on the low-energy behaviour

of the spectral function for small enough M than the right-hand side of the

usual dispersion relat ion

i -7 *> oj = £]<£ + "subtraction" (2 )

In this note we shall be concerned with the two-point correlation functions of

the vector (axial vector) current jTf_*(x) = ̂ .Y^YcH, (•* being the quark

field of flavour 1) : ., •*-

fa S

( 3 )

• To be submitted for publicat ion.

« Address after 1 October 1981: LAPP, Bp 109, Annecy-le-Vieux PTU019,
Cedex, France.

and to i t s divergence 3 jVc> = (m. * m.) if, (
V \?) i J 1
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"(5) and* * r e relat-ed by ttte current algebra Ward identity

(5)

We shall also study the p&enomenological implications of these Laplace sum

rules for the light quart systems and other versions of the third Weinberg

sum rules.

vhere 1.

(6)

In the Mambu-GoldEtone r e a l i z a t i o n of c h i r a l sy imet ry , the Quant i ty <^o|̂ T. 41 | o \

is not zero and i t s role becomes crucial in the sum rule involving

D A and ^H, • We sh"all be mainly interested in the re-analysis of the

Weinberg sum rule [6]

- 2™
r

l Jm tf (t) ~
IT

where

first sum rule

second sum rule

third sum rule

and

(7a)

(Tb)

(7c)

4Jj' .
FHH [£] showed that the second and third sum rules are quadratically divergent

to leading order of ehiral symmetry breaking terms and so they introduced the

convergent sum rule >

The Laplace transforms of Eq.s.(7) and (8) are obtained hy applying to

both sides of the dispersion relation of the type in Eq.(2) the operator

•>rx. (.1) , O
(9)

The third Weinberg sum rule

To leading order of QCD and of the non-perturbative effects, the

Laplace transform of the third Weinberg sum rule reads:

(10)

where T, » 2, -B, = \ (ll - | n ) for SU(3)« * SU(n) , m, is the invariant

mass of the quark i. .. For m + •», this sum rule recovers the original

Weinberg result. However, we want to saturate the spectral function by the

low resonance states and so we have to choose n small enough. In the ud

channel, the sum rule is saturated by the /f pole and we shall use the

positivity of the scalar contribution. Using the PCAC result

(fn * 93.28 MeV is the pion decay amplitude)
in order to estimate the quark condensate contribution to the sum rule (SU(2)

symmetry limit), we get from the sum rule, the useless inequality:

(12)

due to the fact that the contribution of 4 (0) cancels the pole contribution(

to the sum rule for

be saved by going to «

this choice.

>> m In fact, the usefulness of the sum rule could

nfl , but our present QCD theory does not permit

-k-
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2. Ths FME sum rule and a lover bound for m /m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ — _ _ _ — ~ ^ _ _ _ _ s j

Using the Broadburst result [7] for A ^ U ) and A ^ ( 0 ) , and the

Ward ident i ty in Eq.{5) , we get the Laplace transform of the TNR sum rule to
2 Vtvo loops and including the leading non-perturbative effects

A.

(13)

In the uds channel, ve expect < o | ? t j o ^ 2i ^ ° I* S * B !<>}>• ^ O

(SU(3)_ symmetry), m. << m . Saturating the spectral function by the IT and
2 d 3 o

K mesons and using the PCAC relation in Eg.. {13), we get for moderate W

Taking the Laplace transform of Im D U 3(t) and in the limit (m = m << m ) ,

we get the sum rule . :

(17)
where m, (l̂  ) Is the running quark mass.

For moderate IT, ve approximate Im D^s by the K pole and Im D̂

by the. Tl pole. We use the posi t ivi ty of Im DU3 together with the negativity

of the right-hand side of the Bum rule. Then, ve get the inequality

vhich

in the limit m " m. .

(16)

(19)

for V? at V? ~ K? gives

We transform this equality into an inequality using the negativity of the
perturbative QCD contribution to the sum rule to the extent that m « mB

So we get the improved -version of the IKR result£*J t

for M2 a M2 « M^

3. The Broadhurst type sum'rule and an upper bound -for

As was observed in Eef-7, a combination of flavoured two-point functions

vhich i s independent of i t s value at q = 0 is the SU{2)F symmetry limit of

(16)

U". " Upper value of iyij from--, a third type sum rule independent of

We can also vork with the Laplace transform of the quantity q A "(a )

becomes independent of +, (0) - ^ (0) after the use of the Laplace

-transform operator. Using the BUffif resul t [3] for i(t ^(q ) and the resu l t
of i|) " (q. ) from Kef. 8 , we get the sum rule in the ud channel

»'.£ a- f%

UJ
-5-
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Here the continuum contribution vithin the QCH model i s parametrized fcy the

e c factor [9] ( / T a 3 « is the continuum threshold), <<»sG
2>2fO.<A GeV

[10] is the gluon vacuum condensate Jf2 = ~ " i f n j " ^2 = ~ T + 12 nF f ° r

SU(3) * SU{n)F- We shall use PCAC combined with the SUtS) ,̂ symmetry argument

for the estimate of the quark vacuum condensate m. ^0|ifi i|i |0 / . Using

the positivity of the scalar contribution to the sum rule, we get the upper

•bound
k)

A

where t he e r r o r i s t he square of the ca l cu l a t ed QCD c o r r e c t i o n s . Note t h a t up

t o the non-leading c h i r a l symmetry Breaking terms and t o the cor rec t ion fac to r

due to the inclusion of the continuum contribution, the analytical expression
for the upper bound of (m m ) and for the lover bound ofl(mu + m )̂ obtained
by SR [rb] are the same. The result in Eq.(2l) combined with the results from
other sources i s useful for the determination of the absolute values of the
u and d quark masses,

Olearly for M a M _ , the A^ contrilJutian is suppressed compared to tfie TT*
and J> one [12] and we get a relation between f and the p meson coupling

•if &' *? 4
which can be reached using an alternative method [12]. For M it M , the JL

contribution to the sum rule is optimized. Then, we deduce the A., coupling

to the W boson

(25)

which ve consider as an improvement of the usual result [6]

(26)

•>• First Weinberg sum rule and cowling constant of mesonB

The Laplace transform of the f i rs t Weinberg sum rule including the

leading non-perturbatlve effects has been discussed recently by the authors of

Ref.l l and reads

3 (22)

In the ud channel, we saturate the integral by the If > f a n d *i u s i n g a

narrow width approximation. Using the PCAC relation in Eq..(ll) (SU(2)p

symmetry limit), the relation 5umd Si j T( C injf/|^*j froas Eb..(2O)

positivity of the scalar contribltion to the sum rule, we get

- e _ e
(23)

where )(, is the couplinp of the meson i %o tke vector boson.

-7-

Eq.(25) can be translated into a bound to the T -9 vL, A, branching ratio

ft*. - -—~* e \ -z. &4?
(27)

in and to the data
to be compared to the FHB result 1^ >H O.W [2]4,to the result/[13] ^fA ^(O.T±O.2)7
K̂  fc at (0.5U ±.0.16) [ i t ] . In the SB channel, we saturate the spectral
function by the K and K meson. An analysis similar to the above gives the
bound

0
(28)

6. Second Weinbertf sum rule and the

As was shown by FHH [2], the secodd Weinberg sum rule is divergent.

However, its convergence can be saved working with its Laplace transform which

reads in the ud channel:

-8-



i
^"/AY

(29)

A saturation of the sum rule by low mass resonances requires to choose a moderate
W and so for the light quark u,d, the right-hand side of the sum rule
remains yet a correction term. We optimize the JL contribution to the sum rule
for Jr ~ W. . Using the positivity of the right-hand side of Eq.{29), we
get the inequality:

e _ e (3Q)

vhich combined with Eq.(23) gives

FOOTNOTES

1) We s h a l l follow the no ta t ion in BNRY [ 3 ] . In p a r t i c u l a r , the no ta t ion

for the non-transverse part of the two-point function is slightly,

different than that used by FHR [2J.

2) In this paper we shall only take into account the contribution of
the leading non-perturbative terms to the sum rule. I t is known
from some examples of Eef.1 that the contribution of the operators
ifrWriti and i/a 5- \ fG remains a few correction, of the leading
QCD contribution from M >,Mp and so, their effect which i s
proportional to <*s(

[' ) ^OI $* 10"S -jy does not play a crucial role
for the results given in th is paper.

3) Kotice that the coefficient of our (at /IT) term differs from the result
3 — p 9

in Ref.T. In fact, our result comes from the (*3/7r) log - q 1st

term of the quantity B-C of Ref.7.

It,) I thank E. de Rafael for a discussion on this point.
£ -

i.e.

(31)

(32)

Jta inclusion of higher j> states to Eq.(3l) could l)e done in order to improve

the result but i t seems, then, natural to include higher JL states as a.

eonpaniorr of the 0-like one.
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